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Weight: 0.7 kg
Length: 55 cm
Width: 32.5 cm
Height: 3.5 cm

 

Elevate your DJing game with the Pioneer DJ DDJ-SR2 & DDJ-RR Decksaver cover, the ultimate shield for 
your prized controller. Engineered and crafted with precision in the UK, this cover is designed to keep your 
DDJ-SR2 safe and secure, allowing you to focus on unleashing your creativity and captivating the crowd.

Step into the DJ booth with confidence, knowing that the SR2 Decksaver cover has your back. Its robust 
construction, made from durable polycarbonate, provides unparalleled protection against dust, spills, and 
accidental bumps. Say goodbye to those heart-stopping moments when someone accidentally knocks into 
your setup. With the DDJ-SR2 Decksaver cover, your controller is armor-plated and ready to withstand the 
rigors of any DJing environment.

Not only does the DDJ-SR2 Decksaver cover offer superior protection, but it also adds a touch of 
sophistication to your setup. The sleek, transparent design showcases the striking aesthetics of your DDJ-
SR2, allowing it to shine like a beacon of creativity. It’s the perfect blend of style and functionality, 
enhancing the overall appeal of your DJing rig.

Experience effortless functionality with the DDJ-SR2 Decksaver cover. Its precise custom-molded shape 
ensures a snug fit, granting easy access to all essential controls, ports, and connections. No more fumbling 
or wasting time removing and reattaching the cover. With the DDJ-SR2 Decksaver cover, you can 
seamlessly transition from setup to performance, keeping the energy flowing and the beats pumping.

Durability is at the heart of the DDJ-SR2 Decksaver cover. Built to withstand the demands of the road, it 
offers reliable protection during transport and gigging. Take your DDJ-SR2 with you to every venue, from 
intimate clubs to massive festivals, knowing that it’s shielded against the unpredictable challenges of the 
DJing world. The DDJ-SR2 Decksaver cover is your trusty companion, ensuring your controller stays in 
pristine condition wherever your musical journey takes you.

Join the ranks of professional DJs worldwide who trust Decksaver for their gear protection needs. From 
renowned nightclubs to major festivals, our covers have become a symbol of quality and dependability. 
With the DDJ-SR2 Decksaver cover, you can rest easy knowing that your controller is in safe hands and 
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ready to deliver exceptional performances.

Take your DJing experience to new heights with the Pioneer DJ DDJ-SR2 Decksaver cover. It’s more than 
just a cover—it’s your DJing partner, offering unbeatable protection, effortless functionality, and undeniable 
style. Don’t settle for anything less. Choose Decksaver and embrace the power of ultimate gear protection.

Cene su informativnog karaktera. Prodavac ne odgovara za tačnost cena iskazanih na sajtu, zadržava pravo izmena cena. 
Ponudu za ostale artikle, informacije o stanju lagera i aktuelnim cenama možete dobiti na upit. Plaćanje se isključivo vrši 
virmanski - bezgotovinski.


